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There’s no doubt that, as a society, the world has been through a challenging time in recent years.
Among the many lessons we have learned is that most organisations have had to change how they
organise their workforces and transact business fundamentally. 
 
The one consistency is cybercriminals continue to constantly look for new ways to subvert our
sense of security and prey on individuals and organisations at their most vulnerable. Technological
advancements, adopting remote/hybrid working environments, and a surge in digitisation have
stretched traditional cybersecurity boundaries to their limits. 
 
Cybercrime rose by a staggering 69% from 2019 to 2020, with healthcare, as well as the finance &
insurance industries, being particularly hard hit. The techniques, tactics, and strategies used by
threat actors targeted new vulnerabilities as our relationship with technology evolved. As always,
cybercriminals quickly adapted and exploited these changes to their advantage. 
 
This has accelerated certain trends and changed the risk landscape irrevocably. For organisations to
stay ahead, they must be aware of these trends and develop cybersecurity strategies accordingly.

Warren Gunn  
Chief Technical Officer



Evolving Ransomware  Tactics

Ransomware is malware that encrypts a user's information to hold it at ransom. Usually, the
ransomware will start encrypting files as soon as it’s deployed. It will then leave a note or a popup
for the user with a ransom note. In most cases, ransoms are demanded in crypto so that they can’t
be traced.

Ransomware attacks have been behind some of the most damaging and far-reaching cyber security
incidents in recent years. Who can forget the global Wanna Cry ransomware pandemic in 2017 that
caused nearly £3.22 billion in damages?

Far from being behind us, ransomware attacks are still on the rise. There has been a surge in these
incidents during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. Ransomware gangs quickly exploited
cybersecurity flaws due to work-from-home mandates and an increased reliance on cloud
platforms. 

Ransomware attacks increased by as much as 150% during 2020 alone.



Double-encrypting files with two separate ransomware to extort victims twice.
Selling stolen data, such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and  Intellectual Property,
(IP) on the dark web.
Blackmailing businesses by threatening to publicly release data on leak sites.

Ransomware Gangs Employ New Tactics for Larger Payouts

Particularly troubling was the willingness of ransomware operators to target healthcare providers
during such a critical time. This once again illustrates how quick threat actors are to exploit new
situations to their advantage. Cybersecurity must always be a primary concern when we undergo
changes in our workplace or technologies.

It’s not only the rate of incidence of ransomware crime that has gone up. We also see threat actors
evolve in their tactics to deploy ransomware and extort victims.

For example, some estimates claim that Ransomware (RaaS)-as-a-Service is the source behind the
majority (64%) of ransomware attacks. Using this model, ransomware developers lease their
software to intermediaries who can spread it to a larger number of victims. Whenever a ransom is
paid, the ransomware owners pay a commission to the intermediary.

This makes it harder to trace the ransomware and allows it to spread much further and much faster.

Other tactics being employed by ransomware gangs are:

Multiple Layers of Extortion are Becoming the New Norm

Some of the more sophisticated ransomware attacks can have up to 4 layers of extortion, according
to a report by SecureWorks:

Layer 1: Encrypting data
Layer 2: Data theft
Layer 3: Pressure on clients and associates
Layer 4: DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks

This is possible because ransomware attackers have no real motivation to comply once you pay the
initial ransom. In fact, it merely shows a willingness to engage with them and could lead to further
extortion.

That being said, for some companies, the prospect of losing precious information is far more
damaging than mere financial losses. So, they have little choice but to pay up and hope for the best.



Why Businesses Are So
Vulnerable to Ransomware

With businesses collecting more data than
ever, it leaves them increasingly exposed to
various methods of extortion. Usually,
ransomware operators will threaten a
company with information directly
pertaining to it or its customers. They can
also use this information to threaten
business partners, third-party service
providers, or any other entity in the supply
chain.

For example, an insurance company may
store all kinds of sensitive information on
their clients – Financial records, full medical
background, marriage & familial status, etc.
In itself, this information has value to the
company. They use it to carry out risk
analysis, calculate rates, and provide
personalised experiences. 

If a ransomware infection permanently
deletes these records, it will already have
quantifiable financial repercussions. For
example, IBM’s Cost of a Data Breach
Report 2021 estimates a cost of £145 per
record of PPI that’s lost.

However, compromised records will also
lead to collateral damages which are hard to
quantify but could be catastrophic.

The same goes for nearly any other
business vertical, including the government.
Taking all of this into account, ransomware
remains a critical threat facing businesses.



Supply Chain   Attacks

Some of the most significant cyberattacks we’ve seen in the last two years came in the form of
supply chain attacks. In these attacks, attackers directly compromise the hardware or software of a
vendor or service provider. The ultimate goal is to infect the systems of everyone using that
particular vendor’s services, usually through subsequent updates.

In conventional cybersecurity wisdom, we are always told to be suspicious of the unknown. For
example, downloading email attachments from an unfamiliar address or providing information to a
website on an unfamiliar domain.

There has to be a baseline of trust when dealing with reputable vendors of essential products or
services. Supply-chain attacks exploit the fact that very few entities today operate in a bubble.
Instead, the technology behind the business typically consists of a complex network of third-party
systems - an entire ecosystem.



High-profile Supply-chain Attacks Are on the Rise

On July 2, 2021, the REvil ransomware gang successfully attacked Kaseya, a popular IT
management platform and MSP. Secondary infections affected multiple downstream Managed
Service Providers (MSPs) and end-clients using the Kaseya VSA software. It’s estimated that
around 50 direct customers and between 800 and 1,500 downstream businesses were affected. 

A year before, SolarWinds experienced a similar compromise of its system management tools.
Around 18,000 downstream entities were affected this time, including law enforcement and
government agencies. 

And, in early 2022, a third-party breach exposed at least 10,000 records held by the British Council.
So, clearly, cyber criminals are in their heyday when it comes to this type of attack.

What are the Driving Factors Behind Supply-chain Attacks? 

While many supply chain attacks are financially motivated, others have more sinister and grandiose
aims. Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service is suspected by the FBI of having a significant role in the
SolarWinds attack. The North Korean-backed Lazarus group has also been known to use this tactic.

In the case of nation-state actors, these attacks are used to target critical infrastructure or uncover
state security secrets. Businesses up and down the supply chain end up falling victim merely as
collateral damage or as a means to an end.

What’s more, the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in supply-chain bottlenecks due to the
scramble to adopt cloud-based services. If a company uses multiple service providers or vendors, its
vulnerability increases dramatically. At the same time, it increases the potential damage of a
successful attack against a single vendor.

The traditional insurance supply chain, for example, was sufficiently complex. At a high level, it
typically consists of the reinsurer, insurer or insurance carrier, insurance agencies or brokerages, and
customers.

Like many other economic sectors, the insurance industry has undergone significant technological
disruptions. Insurance companies are becoming increasingly reliant on AI, machine learning, and
Big-Data systems for the value that they bring. These are usually procured from third-party vendors
or Managed Service Providers (MSPs).

In the supply chain, your cybersecurity is only as good as its weakest link. In most cases, it’s simply
not possible to develop, implement, and manage all essential systems in-house. That’s why it’s
necessary to be selective regarding the security track record of vendors/MSPs and adopt zero-trust
security models to protect your interests.



Biometric Account  Verification

As the name suggests, biometrics use measurements and calculations related to the human body.
Within security, these techniques are used to identify and authenticate individuals based on unique
characteristics, such as retinas or thumbprints. They are relied on for being nearly impossible to fake
or bypass reliably.

Biometrics will become more popular because Human error is still one of the most significant
weaknesses in modern cybersecurity systems. According to some estimates, human error is to
blame for up to 95% of all cybersecurity breaches. Cybercriminals know this and often aim to exploit
human behaviour to gain access to a business’ systems.

Sometimes it can take the form of social engineering. At other times, a hack can result from poor
personal security hygiene. As much as we’d all like to think that we’re savvy and aware when it
comes to cybersecurity, it only takes one moment of weakness for an attacker to gain a foothold.

One of the simplest ways to exploit human error is to target login credentials. In fact, according to
Verizon’s Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) 2021, credentials were used as an attack vector
in 61% of data breaches.

In particular, weak password practices persist, undermining organisations’ security perimeters. The
problem will only worsen in a cloud-first future where a remote/hybrid workforce is the norm. 



Conventional credential-based authentication systems have some inherent flaws that are unsafe.
They rely heavily on manual user input and memory, for one. Combined with the fact that we use
more passwords than ever, it leads to users cutting corners when it comes to strong password
principles. Reusing passwords, manually storing passwords (as sticky or digital notes), or using
passwords that are easy to memorise or guess is just the tip of the iceberg.

There are existing techniques that help mitigate the risk of credential theft. Microsoft’s Adam Scot
claims that 2-/Multi-Factor Authentication (2FA/MFA) can block up to 99% of brute force attacks.
Counterintuitively, single sign-on (SSO) can also improve credential security by reducing the
number of passwords an individual needs and the number of times they need to offer their
credentials. However, none of these measures are bulletproof against human error.

One aspect of personal security that is hard to mess up and almost as hard to exploit is biometrics.

Different Types of Biometric Verification Being Used Today

There are three main types of biometrics commonly used today:

1. Biological biometrics: Traits found at a genetic or molecular level, such as DNA. Markers are
typically extracted from your bodily fluids.

2. Morphological biometrics: This is the most common type of biometric measurement used today.
Typically, you measure and compare structural physical traits, such as retina, fingerprint, voice, or
facial recognition, to identify an individual.

3. Behavioural biometrics: These biometrics are based on behavioural patterns that are unique to
individuals. For example, your gait, how you talk, or even how you use a keyboard. This is the least-
implemented method and one with few real-world cybersecurity applications (so far).

Obviously, biometric markers are much harder to obtain or fake than a simple plaintext
password/email combination. The average cybercriminal with little to no sophistication won’t have
the means to steal or use a victim’s biometrics.

Like advanced technology, biometrics has traditionally been out of reach for mass adoption. That
has changed in recent years. Today, even our mobile devices feature fingerprint scanners and
facial/voice recognition capabilities.



Advancements in AI and machine learning
improve the speed and accuracy of biometric
systems. At the same time, cloud-based
biometrics platforms are making biometrics
more scalable, efficient, and cost-effective for
businesses to adopt.

Purpose-built biometrics servers using parallel
processing can execute biometric identification
at scale. This can be used, for example, to
identify, process, and authenticate crowds of
people at the same time. 

Today, it’s still prohibitively expensive for a lone
Small Medium Business (SMB) to implement
this in-house. Innovation will help bring down
costs for this soon-to-be-vital defence
mechanism.

The improved accuracy and effectiveness of
biometrics will make it popular in industries
where highly sensitive and personal data is
prevalent. 

For example, many financial institutions already
use it as part of their 2FA/MFA authentication
strategies. In healthcare, it can be used to
identify patients and ensure access to correct
patient records for carers. Law enforcement is
no stranger to biometric systems, such as the
Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(AFIS). Improvements in this field can help
eliminate errors, identify suspects, and improve
public safety.

Unfortunately, AI and machine learning
improvements are also driving hacking and
counterfeiting technology advancements.
We’ve all seen the impressive deep fakes of
celebrities and politicians that are almost
impossible to spot at first glance. So, it will be
interesting to see how this battle plays out in
the long run.



Blockchain

To many, blockchain is still just a buzzword with a hazy future. Anyone who has seriously studied
blockchain regarding the underlying technology and current and possible future applications knows
that it’s here to stay. 

From a technical perspective, there are many reasons why blockchain is desirable from a
cybersecurity standpoint. Using Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) models to validate
transactions, blockchain platforms are highly effective at combatting fraudulent transactions. And
an immutable, distributed ledger offers complete transparency while preventing later attempts to
alter records. 



How is Blockchain Being Used in Cybersecurity?

Blockchain has evolved far beyond simply being used for cryptocurrencies or financial applications.
Innovative blockchain projects, such as Cordano and Solana, don’t only have the potential to disrupt
industries but also conventional blockchain-based systems. 

Many blockchain technologies use a novel feature called “Smart Contracts.” A Smart Contract is like
a program that exists within the blockchain platform. It consists of specific rules and algorithms that
automate the execution of an agreement, such as a transaction. With the transaction rules hard-
coded into the program, there is no way to circumvent them.

You can create just about any type of smart contract to facilitate any kind of agreement or
transaction. A smart contract can be made to sell goods or services, securely encrypt healthcare
records, or automate supply chain operations.

There is plenty of innovation in the insurance industry regarding blockchain and smart contracts. An
immutable ledger can be used to establish a verified chain of events to help insurers process claims.
Similarly, smart contracts can automate risk assessments.

For now, most blockchain technologies are tough for cybercriminals to crack at will. Using Bitcoin as
an example, an attacker would need to control more than half the entire network’s computing
power to tamper with the ledger. Near-impossible levels of computing power are required to “hack”
or “tamper” with most other blockchain networks in any reasonable amount of time.

Are Blockchain-based Systems Truly Safe?

Using blockchain technologies or cryptocurrencies do not come without risk. Not a month goes by
without a significant crypto hack that results in hundreds of millions, if not billions, in losses. In most
cases, this happens due to flaws in the surrounding security perimeter, not the blockchain itself.

Most recently, a blockchain-based mobile game platform called Ronin was successfully hacked. The
hacker transferred nearly £482.93 million from other users’ cryptocurrency wallets to his own. This
time, Ronin had knowingly loosened their security practices to deal with an influx in customers, only
to forget to tighten it back up again.

Hackers are also starting to use blockchain technologies and platforms to obfuscate their activities,
avoid detection, and remain undetected within infiltrated systems. Tactics, such as a “peel chain,”
can be used to quickly obfuscate the flow of funds and essentially “wash” (launder) stolen crypto.



Hybrid Cloud Will Emerge as Most  Secure Infrastructure

A hybrid cloud is a type of cloud infrastructure where applications run in various environments.
Businesses are turning to hybrid cloud infrastructures to mitigate the threat of using public cloud
technologies.

With businesses collecting, processing, and storing more data than ever, data security is becoming
an increasingly poignant point of concern. Cloud adoption has become an essential strategy for
businesses to overcome resource bottlenecks. The scalable, flexible, and always-on infrastructure
has made it possible to improve user experiences (both for internal and external stakeholders) and
access to data without slowing down growth.

While cloud adoption has been growing steadily for some time, the COVID-19 pandemic
accelerated the timeline for most businesses. Businesses were forced to adapt quickly to overcome
challenges and avoid missing out on their competitors.

This left the door open for cybercriminals who took advantage of the transition toward new working
dynamics and technologies. Companies and individuals, who now work outside their organisation’s
conventional security perimeter, were caught unawares. And, as no surprise, cybercrime soared.



Not all Cloud Systems are Created Equal

IBM estimates that attacks where remote work played a factor
cost businesses £860,000 more than the £3.7m average for all
data breaches.

As the dust settles, hybrid working environments driven by
hybrid-cloud ecosystems seem to provide a good compromise
going forward. In fact, in the same report, IBM estimates that
attacks against hybrid-cloud infrastructure cost £2.91m on
average. That’s a whopping £960,000 (or 28.3%) less than the
average cost of a data breach.

Further good news is that the cost of attacks goes down with the
level of cybersecurity maturity for both hybrid and cloud
infrastructure. In breaches where mature zero-trust policies were
deployed, attacks cost £1.42m less. There is also a £1.85m
difference in the cost of attacks with high vs low levels of
compliance failures.

Cybersecurity issues are of particular concern for companies
using public cloud systems. These services are becoming popular
in many consumer-facing industries, such as insurance. Cloud
platforms are typically designed to offer intuitive and enjoyable
user experiences. They also make it easy to authenticate clients
and communicate, collaborate, or share information in real-time.

For example, insurance applicants can simply be directed to an
online form to provide their application details. From there, their
information will instantly be stored in the cloud on secure,
redundant servers. Connected workflow automation apps can
ensure that due process is followed and that no record gets lost.
At the same time, each step in the process is logged for
compliance, governance, and oversight. And the client, or any
authorised stakeholder, can view the application’s progress at
any point in time.

As the system is public-facing, there are various moments of
vulnerability, especially whenever a user accesses the system.
Linux-based malware and container-targeting are also becoming
more prevalent attack vectors for cybercriminals. 

Furthermore, conventional wisdom has long dictated using
multiple media types to store data, such as the 3-2-1 backup
rule. 



How Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure Can Improve Cybersecurity

Cloud infrastructure is perfect for this, thanks to its distributed nature. Sharing, updating, and
accessing data from anywhere and across multiple platforms is trivial. It’s also relatively easy to
modularise parts of the network and establish internal security perimeters to mitigate risk to the
entire network. 

Most cutting-edge and reputable cloud vendors offer powerful and easy-to-use security,
compliance, and policy tools out-of-the-box. Built-in strong authentication, such as 2FA/MFA, SSO,
role & identity management, and zero-trust policies are almost standard. Not to mention that the
infrastructure these vendors provide are highly stable, reliable, and disaster-proof with built-in
redundancies.

This doesn’t mean that businesses can simply launch themselves into cloud transformation without
a significant amount of preparation and planning. Beforehand, companies need to carry out a
thorough risk assessment. Using this information, they should develop strategies, policies, and
procedures to deal with cyber threats in the form of detailed incident response and disaster
recovery plans.

 The alternative will be a swift demise in the face of an onslaught of new cyber threats.



Higher Security   Budgets

Nothing good comes free. And while rapid advancements are making previously inaccessible
technologies affordable, most companies still simply do not invest enough in their cybersecurity. 

Even the US government has been guilty of this oversight until very recently. In the last year, the US
has announced unprecedented levels of spending to improve cybersecurity readiness. In March,
president Joe Biden’s plan for the 2023 fiscal year included a proposed budget of $10.9 billion for
civilian cybersecurity. In 2021, the passed Infrastructure and Jobs Act had $2 billion for
cybersecurity and related provisions.

The UK government’s 2022-2030 Government Cybersecurity Strategy report reiterated its
commitment to improving the country's readiness at all levels. That includes £2.6 billion being
invested in cyber and legacy IT, of which government cyber security is a critical component. Not to
mention an additional £37.8 million to tackle cyber security challenges facing local councils.

Much of the motivation behind this spate of spending results from the damaging attacks on critical
infrastructures in recent years. Not to mention the boom in nation-state-sponsored attacks. It’s
hoped that this increased spending will have a trickle-down effect that boosts cybersecurity
spending across the entire supply chain. And to foster a culture of cybersecurity investment within
the business community as well.



Why Increased Cybersecurity Spending is a Must

The cost of a security incident speaks for itself. According to IBM, the average data breach costs
£3.72 million and results in lost business to the tune of £1.22 million. Not to mention the cost of
actively recovering from an attack or disaster.

In this report, we’ve already discussed how new technologies can improve your cybersecurity
readiness. However, adopting new technologies, such as the cloud or blockchain, costs money. Not
only do you need to license the software/hardware/technology, but you need to train staff, bring in
expert consultants, and carry out maintenance.

With the modern business having so many fronts to secure, most companies simply can’t handle
everything in-house. Gartner estimates security services accounted for 50% of cybersecurity
budgets in 2022.

At the same time that cyber threats are increasing, there is a worldwide shortage of cybersecurity
professionals. High levels of stress, overbearing working conditions, and relatively low salaries are
draining the workforce. 51% of cybersecurity professionals believe their organisation faces
increased threats due to a lack of human resources.

Clearly, businesses need to recognise the risks of not addressing this issue. Companies will need to
invest in their cybersecurity personnel to retain top talent. That means bringing salaries in line with
demand and providing them with adequate tools, resources, and ongoing training. Not to mention
making sure there are opportunities for career progression.

There’s another reason why businesses must bolster their cybersecurity budgets. Authorities are
continually rolling out tougher cybersecurity and data privacy protection guidelines and regulations. 

A data breach or cyberattack on its own can have huge financial ramifications. If victims are found
to be in contravention of guidelines, such as HIPAA, or to be non-compliant with data privacy
guidelines, such as GDPR, they can face further sanctions. Not to mention legal action from the
public.

According to CSO Online, 66% of companies see compliance mandates driving their cybersecurity
spending. Analysing your cybersecurity, transforming to meet compliance guidelines, and obtaining
certification costs money.



Differences in Regional Compliance Standards
Regulations Will Become Headache for Businesses

Compliancy guidelines and regulations surrounding cybersecurity, data privacy, and data security
are becoming increasingly complex problems for businesses to navigate. There has been increasing
scrutiny regarding how companies collect, use, share, and sell their consumers’ data.

Leaders of big tech companies, such as Facebook and Google, have been summoned in front of
Congress to testify regarding their practices on multiple occasions. However, most businesses
today have to navigate a complicated web of cross-industry and border regulations. 

Some of the most impactful and widely enforced policies today are the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) - just to name a few.

Virtually all industries where sensitive consumer information or  Personally Identifiable Information 
 (PII) is used will have their regulations to abide by. For example, HIPAA regulates data privacy
specifically within the healthcare industry. There are several different acts to follow for insurance-
related businesses, depending on the exact nature of your services and jurisdiction.

These regulations are also becoming more comprehensive and explicit in their demands. Some have
very detailed guidelines to the technology level that determine how data is stored, shared, or
accessed. 



How information is shared securely. For example, by encrypting files/data or the network
connection itself.
How information is stored securely. For example, secure and redundant storage practices use
data encryption and other techniques to prevent data theft.
Educating consumers regarding their rights, responsibilities, and data collection, use, and share.

Cloud Sharing Regulations to be More Stringently Enforced

In a cloud-first future, rules regarding content sharing will be particularly important. Consumer data
is often not only shared within an organisation but also with third parties, such as service providers,
downstream supply chain entities, or partners.

Usually, content sharing regulations lay out the rules regarding the following:

The Complex Web of Cybersecurity Compliance and
Regulations

For example, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires financial institutions offering insurance services
to fully explain their information-sharing practices to their customers. The GDPR applies to all
companies that process the personal data of EU citizens. The act primarily consists of mandates
regarding the protection of personal data and privacy for transactions that occur within all EU
member states.

In 2017, India enacted its own security guidelines for insurers that offer services to Indian citizens -
Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information Rules
(SPDI Rules, for short).



Are in compliance with applicable standards
and regularly update their policies according
to changing rules and regulations.
Educate their customers regarding their data
privacy rights and how their data will be used.
Help generate awareness regarding
consumer data privacy.
Implement specific network and data security
measures. Some regulations may even
stipulate physical security measures.
Assess and qualify third-party service
providers based on their compliance with the
applicable data privacy laws.
Conduct self-assessments and thoroughly
audit all sharing activities.

Content sharing rules often extend to the service
providers you use as well. For example, the GDPR
requires that you are aware of the location of your
documents at all times. So, businesses need to
ensure they only use service providers that are
also compliant with privacy regulations that apply
to them.

While the details may differ from act to act,
specific policies apply in nearly all cases. For
example, insurers will have to make sure that
they:

So, the security features of a service provider and
their commitment to governance and compliance
should be deciding factors when choosing
whether to engage them. It’s also preferable to
work with a service provider that will log all
activity data and provide you with audit reports.



Increased attacks from   nation-state actors

Nation-state actors are cyber criminals or threat actors who carry out attacks with the
foreknowledge, blessing, or even direction of their governments or security services. These attacks
are often motivated by nationalism and to give these countries some type of strategic advantage on
the international stage. Attacks may form part of a wider cyberwar campaign.

As we’ve covered in previous chapters, the cybersecurity threat from nation-state actors is growing
across the globe. To date, the main aggressors in this cyberwar have been groups linked to Russia,
China, and North Korea. However, some attacks have also been traced to state-sponsored actors in
Iran, Belarus, Pakistan, and other countries.

The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) maintains a timeline of recent attacks
suspected to be backed by state actors. In the first three months of 2022, there have been over 30
of these cases. While the overwhelming number of reported attacks were carried out against
entities in the U.S., Canada, Ukraine, India, and other countries have also fallen victim to this type of
cross-border cybercrime.

In a recent report, the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) found that there has
been an upwards trend in these types of attacks.



Nation-State Actors Cause Collateral Damage with Impunity

A common misbelief is that nation-state actors are only interested in attacking governmental or
military targets. However, the truth is that hackers typically target privately held companies in the
UK government’s supply chain as an initial attack vector. 

Various types of critical infrastructure have also proven to be high-value and sought after targets. In
2021 alone, the UK faced more than 14.6-million ransomware attacks, up by 151% by the middle of
the year compared to 2020. 

These attacks amount to billions in damages, affected thousands of businesses, and reached as far
as government and law enforcement agencies.

Because of the critical nature of this infrastructure, it can cause major financial, societal, and political
turmoil. If attackers are successful, victims are likely to pay the ransom to restore systems and
critical resources as soon as possible.

The International Community is Fighting Back

The good news is that the prevalence of these types of attacks has ignited an unprecedented wave
of cross-border law enforcement action. Together the UK Government and U.S. President Joe Biden
have directly called out Russian President Vladimir Putin to curb cybercrime originating from Russia
or face additional sanctions.

This has prompted the first-ever case of Russia’s Federal Security Service  (FSB) working with the
FBI and UKs National Crime Agency to dismantle a ransomware ring. In November 2021, the FSB
raided members of the REvil ransomware gang, making multiple arrests and confiscating millions in
cryptocurrency, luxury cars, property, and fiat currency. If the FSB is to be believed, it effectively
eliminated REvil’s operational capacity.

The possibility of long-term cooperation on this front still seems far-fetched for now, considering
current international tensions. The outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine conflict inflamed tensions further.
And tightening sanctions will continue to fuel this type of international theft in order to bring much-
needed relief from the economic consequences.

As long as this threat exists, businesses will continue getting caught in the middle as fallout from
these attacks.



Zero Tolerance   Trust 

According to CrowdStrike, “Zero Trust is a security framework requiring all users, whether in or
outside the organisation’s network, to be authenticated, authorised, and continuously validated for
security configuration and posture before being granted or keeping access to applications and
data.”

Why the Need for Zero-Trust?

The reason why zero-trust security has become so important recently is because of the dissolution
of conventional network security perimeters. It used to be the case that an organisation’s security
perimeter is closely tied to its physical premises. At most, the average organisation’s perimeter
would include only a couple of private or public cloud networks. 

The recent acceleration towards the cloud has dramatically changed what the typical business
infrastructure looks like. Remote workers and hybrid cloud environments are now business-as-
usual.

This has introduced serious challenges by blurring traditional network security perimeters. For
example, remote workers may work using public Wi-Fi from their homes or favourite cafes. In most
cases, these networks are much less secure and more vulnerable to hackers than your office
networks.



Continuously verify access for all users to all resources. Always assume the worst-case scenario
and scrutinise all users, data, and requests.

Control the flow of information and movement between different parts of the network. The aim
is to quickly isolate or “quarantine” parts of the network to mitigate the spread of an attack.

Automate logging, response, and recovery processes. Automation is the most effective way to
ensure the swift detection of possible attacks, initialise damage control and recovery protocols,
and alert security operators.

How Does Zero-Trust Keep Your Organization Safe?

Instead of assuming that anyone and anything within the network has the necessary permissions,
Zero Trust assumes that there is no traditional network edge.

There are various zero-trust security standards for organisations, such as NIST 800-207.

The zero-trust security model generally follows several key principles:



Ransomware Syndicates   Respond

As we’ve thoroughly covered in previous sections, ransomware is still one of the primary
cybersecurity threats today. Spurred on by the pervasiveness of ransomware attacks, law
enforcement agencies have attempted several high-profile busts in 2021.

In most cases, high-profile enforcement actions were carried out by local security agencies at the
behest of the National Crime Agency. In June, Ukrainian authorities arrested six people connected to
the CLOP ransomware gang. And in November, several raids were conducted, leading to the arrest
of REvil, GrandCab, and Ryuk ransomware affiliates.

Coordinated efforts by the UK, USA, Poland, Romania, and Ukraine saw the notorious REvil
ransomware gang all but dismantled in early December. Russia’s FSB claims to have effectively
ended REvil in a similar operation in January of 2022.



Ransomware Gangs Respond by Ramping Up Activity

If cybercriminals have proven anything, it’s their ability to persevere and evolve to stay one step
ahead of the authorities. The emergence of Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) and ransomware
affiliate networks has made it more challenging to end the threat of specific ransomware
conclusively. These strategies have made it possible for ransomware to spread quicker than ever,
also making it harder to trace attacks back to their source.

The recent gains made by international law enforcement agencies are welcome developments.
However, it’s becoming increasingly clear that current efforts will only slow down the inevitable
return of ransomware gangs. At the same time, it will lull possible victims into a false sense of
security while simultaneously pressuring threat actors to further improve their Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures (TTPs).

Another legitimate concern is that, while these actions will act as deterrents for powerful countries,
like the U.K. and U.S., they will lead to a spillover of attacks toward less resourceful countries.

We only have to look back to the recent COVID-19 pandemic to see how fast cybercriminals can
adapt to change. The rate of ransomware attacks soared by as much as 150% in 2021 in the wake
of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Ransomware gangs were quick to pounce as the transition to remote work and cloud environments
left organisations exposed. Across industries, businesses and individuals were unprepared to
operate outside of their traditional security perimeters.

Businesses and law enforcement were also taken aback by the callousness with which
cybercriminals targeted healthcare providers when they were most vulnerable.

No One is Safe

Organisations across other verticals are also in the crosshairs. Let’s take a typical insurance
company as an example. Usually, most work would happen at the office, with everyone connected
to the same internal network, protected by company-issued security measures and policies.

But, under work-from-home policies, employees would connect to their work portals from their
home Wi-Fi networks. Not to mention adopting additional cloud services, such as Zoom for
meetings, Slack for internal communications, or Sharepoint for internal document sharing. Each of
these additions further complicates organisational security and introduces additional threat
surfaces.



High Levels of Cybercrime   Activity in 2022

The world saw an unprecedented uptick in cybercrime during the COVID-19 pandemic, starting in
2020 and continuing through 2021. Now, at the tail end of the pandemic, some hope that we will
see cybercrime return to pre-pandemic levels.

When looking at the statistics and listening to the warnings of cybersecurity experts, this is simply
not the case. 

Why It’s Only Getting Worse From Here…

For one, cybercriminals and hackers have been forced to adapt to the new normal, just like the rest
of us. This has led to the widespread adoption of new, highly lucrative strategies, such as RaaS and
affiliate networks.

These strategies have made it easier than ever for anyone to get involved in cybercrime, regardless
of technical skill or resources. The economic impact of the pandemic, which includes job loss on a
massive scale, also increased the number of people dependent on cybercrime for their income.

According to Atlas VPN, it’s estimated that cybercriminals generated £1.21 trillion in revenue in
2020. While we are down from record-level ransomware payments (Q3 2020 - Q1 2021), the
average payment is still £112,473. That’s higher than the pre-pandemic average, and early
indicators are that the steady upward trend will continue.



Between 2014 and 2021, the number of organisations compromised by at least one attack grew
from 61.9% to 86.2%. And in the UK, 30% of charities and 39% of businesses are hit by a
cyberattack every week.

The Cybersecurity Community Cannot Keep Up With Rapidly
Evolving Malware

What’s more, malware is increasing at an alarming rate. As many as 560,000 new pieces of
malware are detected every day. And according to AV-Test Institute, there are more than 1 billion
malware programs in the wild today.

Not only is there a continuous stream of new malware, but existing malware is also evolving and
mutating all the time. For example, the vast majority of malware used today is polymorphic. That
means that the malware can continually alter its identifiable features to evade detection. Many
malware programs are also designed to be modular so that new features can easily be added or
removed. And we even see different types of malware, even competing ones, being used together.

This leads to new strains of existing malware that can evade current detection and recovery
methods.

Yes, the COVID-19 pandemic was a watershed moment for businesses transitioning to cloud
infrastructure and remote/hybrid working environments. However, many companies have not
completed their transformation or are only now moving towards cloud adoption.

Cybercriminals have already seen how vulnerable companies and employees are during these
organisational shifts. Having smelt blood in the water, you can bet they are waiting in the shadows,
looking for victims and an opportunity to strike.



Cloud Attacks   Will Increase

During the COVID-19 pandemic, UK organisations were forced to leapfrog years of development
and shift to cloud technologies in a very short timeframe. It was challenging enough just to settle
into new patterns of work and try and maintain productivity.

Cybersecurity was simply not their primary concern for many organisations, particularly small
businesses. Or, they simply could not establish and implement secure cloud infrastructure policies
on such short notice.

The de-prioritization of cybersecurity has undoubtedly been a costly mistake. Not only did the
number of cyberattacks increase by 150% during 2021 alone, but the average cost of a data breach
increased by 10% as well. 40% of organisations reported a cloud breach in 2021, even though
many incidents go undetected or unreported.



The Cloud Won’t Wait for Anyone, Neither Will
Cybercriminals

Cloud adoption will continue to soar. The benefits that the cloud has to offer in terms of scalability,
flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and productivity simply outweigh other considerations. For many
businesses today, the cloud is not just a competitive advantage but an essential part of their
operations. 

The preconception that the cloud is inherently less secure is also largely untrue. Cloud providers
have significant resources to invest in the security of their systems. Today, many top cloud services
feature built-in government and compliance, disaster recovery, zero-trust policies, advanced identity
& role management, etc. Not to mention baseline security measures, such as SSO, 2FA/MFA, and
encryption.

Particularly for organisations with limited internal cybersecurity resources, leveraging cloud
infrastructure can improve their overall security maturity. For most, the vulnerabilities don’t lie with
the cloud technologies themselves but with how they are used and the personal security hygiene of
individual users.

In fact, IBM’s DBIR 2021 report found that hybrid/cloud systems led to the lowest overall data
breach costs. The risk of data breaches also goes down dramatically as organisations’ usage and
policies regarding cloud systems mature.

The Cloud a Business Priority

It’s estimated that the average employee already uses up to 36 cloud services daily. And according
to Gartner, cloud spending by businesses will top £387.95 billion in 2022. In a survey of 200 British
IT leaders, 95% responded that they are making multi-cloud a strategic priority for 2022.

Cybercriminals have a well-earned reputation for being able to adapt, often faster than the
cybersecurity community can respond. And they were speedy to jump on the opportunities that
presented themselves during the pandemic.

The growing number of cloud services, businesses that use them, and cloud services per business
will lead to more opportunities for cloud-focused cyber attacks.

These numbers are set to get crazier as the race to a cloud-ubiquitous future heats up.



Extortion via DDoS   Attacks

It might be a cliche, but the saying time = money has never been more relevant for businesses than
it is today. Every minute of service disruption translates to lost opportunities, frustrated customers,
and an inability to respond to the demands of the day.

Denial of Service (DoS) or  Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are launched with the goal
of crippling an organisation’s operational capacity. The concept is pretty simple, a threat actor uses
floods a target resource with requests. The influx of traffic is so massive that the resources cannot
process legitimate requests or completely freezes as their computing capacity is overwhelmed.

This is Not the DDoS You've Come to Know

While DDoS attacks are not exactly new, there has been a disturbing trend in how they are being
perpetrated. Like ransomware operators, DDoS attackers are now extorting money from their
victims to stop an attack.

DDoS attacks as a whole are becoming more commonplace. Incidents involving DDoS attacks
increased by 33% from 2020 to 2021 and a further 175% in the final quarter of 2021. According to
a cybersecurity research team from Cloudflare, 1 out of 5 attacks in 2021 were accompanied by a
ransom note. However, in the peak retail season during December 2021, 1 in 3 attacks came with a
ransom demand.



The researchers noted that in the two years of their studies, attackers were becoming noticeably
more prolific and aggressive. In fact, the tactic is becoming so popular that the notorious
ransomware group, HelloKitty, has been caught using it.

These types are attacks are attractive to cybercriminals for several reasons. It’s unsophisticated and
easier to create than a ransom virus. It’s also easier to carry out as you don’t have to deploy
malware to the target system. All you need is its publicly available address or URL.

Typical victims of DDoS attacks include public-facing platforms, such as online retailers,
government portals, streaming services, and cloud service providers.

As more and more businesses move more and more of their operations online, these attacks will
become more damaging and disruptive. The simple fact is that many companies are more than
willing to pay up to restore their services ASAP.



SECaaS (Security-as-a-Service) Becoming 
Increasingly Popular

With the unrelenting growth in cyber threats and the changing technological landscape,
organisations find it increasingly challenging to address cybersecurity concerns in-house. For most
businesses, IT is simply not a core competency - never mind cybersecurity. 

To a degree, this is to be expected. Take a small regional insurance agency, for example. It’s unlikely
that a business with a handful of insurance agents, admin staff, and a couple of C-suite leaders
would invest in a dedicated IT or cybersecurity team. Even if they decide to do so now, think of what
it would cost them in direct and indirect expenses. 

Cybersecurity professionals are highly sought after today and demand high salaries as part of the
skilled labour market. The team would also need its own space and hardware & software.
Cybersecurity skills need to be updated regularly, so external training and seminars will become a
regular occurrence.

It doesn’t help that we are amid a global cybersecurity shortage. Not only is finding real
cybersecurity talent a challenge, but businesses often lack the direction and thought leadership at
higher levels to change to implement the strategy. At the same time, cyber-attacks are on the rise,
malware is proliferating exponentially, compliance guidelines are becoming more complex, and the
cost of successful attacks is going up.



Managed Security Service Providers to the Rescue

Not to be confused with Software-as-a-Service, Security-as-a-Service (also called SECaaS) allows 
companies to use an external provider to handle and manage cybersecurity. SECaaS services can be 
used in various capacities and at different scales. For example, companies can outsource their entire 
cybersecurity department to the service provider, engage them for consultation, training, and 
testing, or hire them on an ad-hoc basis for incident response or disaster recovery.

Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) can help relieve many of the pressures related to 
cybersecurity in the modern business. From cultivating awareness of the latest cybersecurity trends 
by conducting regular security audits and risk assessments to staying up to date with compliance 
updates to 24/7 monitoring of all systems.

Providers can even help organisations fill specific roles, such as a CISO (Chief Information Security 
Officer).

It’s no wonder that the SECaaS market is expected to grow from $12.6 billion in 2021 to $23.8 
billion by 2026.



AI and Machine Learning in  Endpoint Security

As discussed earlier, businesses face multiple challenges regarding their capacity to deal with
current and future cybersecurity threats. The ever-increasing number of cyberattacks, types of
malware, and adversary Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) combined with a shortage of
cybersecurity professionals and shifting working environments has created a perfect storm.

Businesses that cannot adapt by implementing cutting-edge technologies are susceptible to getting
caught up in this snowball effect. 

How AI and Machine-learning can Help Businesses Cope

AI and machine learning in security systems can help fill up the gaps in human resources. At the
most basic level, they can address issues of scalability in regard to detecting and responding to
attacks. As these technologies mature, they are increasingly capable of solving high-level problems
regarding cybersecurity policy, governance, compliance, and strategy.

Never mind that 2021 was a record-breaking year regarding the sheer number of cyberattacks. Or
that a ransomware attack now occurs every 11 seconds. Malware programmers also utilise
increasingly sophisticated obfuscation techniques, with 9/10 of malware encountered today being
polymorphic. 



Detecting anomalies: These technologies can use behavioural analysis combined with their
ability to evolve to identify threatening activities.
Predicting future data breaches: Using real-world data, AIs can learn to predict the likelihood
and possible indicators of cyber attacks before they happen. This includes data from past
attacks that have been successful.
Responding to data breaches in real-time: Once an AI security system detects a possible attack,
it can start taking preventative and mitigating actions autonomously. This includes alerting
cybersecurity staff, quarantining affected systems, installing defensive patches, etc.

Polymorphic malware has the built-in capacity to alter its identifiable features to evade detection
continuously. Polymorphic qualities make it exponentially harder to detect malware using
conventional methods.

For example, typical anti-virus software uses a database of malware “fingerprints” that it cross-
checks against suspected threats. However, malware is evolving so quickly that it’s outpacing the
ability of cybersecurity developers to update these libraries.

This makes responding to cyber incidents in a timely manner incredibly challenging. And as we
know, the ability to quickly and efficiently respond to cyberattacks plays a major role in limiting the
damage.

At the same time, it’s not feasible for most organisations to have a dedicated team of cybersecurity
professionals who monitors every aspect of their internal network for threats 24/7. 

How are AI and Machine-learning Being Utilised in
Cybersecurity?

In this situation, using endpoint security solutions that utilise AI and machine learning can be a
viable middle-ground. AI cybersecurity systems can make intelligent decisions about what
anomalous activity may constitute a threat. Combined with machine learning, it can continually
improve its threat detection and response capabilities based on real-world data.

AI and machine learning can be used to help protect against cyberattacks in the
following ways:

1.

2.

3.

AI and machine learning are already being used in various cybersecurity roles. Its uses range from
detecting fraud to identifying new types of malware to calculating risk. So it’s no surprise that the AI
cybersecurity market is expected to grow fourfold between 2019 and 2026.



Phishing is still the top  threat vector

High-profile cyberattacks involving ransomware and database hacks tend to garner all the
attention. However, one type of cyberthreat continues to fly under the radar, despite the enormous
threat it poses at all echelons of society - phishing.

Phishing is a form of social engineering whereby an attacker sends a fraudulent message in an
attempt to trick a victim into revealing sensitive information or downloading malware. While
phishing affects all sectors, the practice is especially rampant in the financial and insurance
industries.

Phishing is the Opening Chess Move for Most Cyberattacks

Phishing is the most prevalent initial attack vector, used in as many as 36% of all data breaches.
And the use of phishing has grown by 11% from 2020 to 2021. According to the same report by
Verizon, ransomware was only deployed in 10% of data breaches.

One of the main reasons for Phishing’s popularity is that it’s such a relatively easy method to initiate
other types of cyberattacks. All an attacker needs to do is fool an unsuspecting victim into opening
an email and downloading an innocent-looking attachment.



Often, phishing threat actors attempt to impersonate trusted institutions or individuals. For example,
they can disguise themselves as legitimate banks, insurance providers, lawyers, or the government
for broader phishing campaigns. For more highly targeted spear-phishing campaigns, they can go
as far as to impersonate specific individuals, such as a co-worker or boss.

For example, it’s a common practice nowadays to hide small rootkits, trojans, or malware
downloaders in Microsoft Word or Excel files. From the outside, the email recipient will have no way
to tell that the file is hiding malicious scripts. 

Because of the ease with which they can be carried out and target individual persons or companies,
phishing is often used for fraud and espionage.

Common Phishing Practices and Strategies

Unfortunately, there’s a persistent myth that only technologically unsavvy individuals are
susceptible to Phishing attempts. This couldn’t be further from the truth, especially when you see
how sophisticated phishing attacks can be. 

For example, threat actors have become more adept at effectively spoofing email addresses to look
legitimate. In many cases, the malicious domains or websites they convince victims to visit are
indistinguishable from the real thing.

Some other common phishing tactics being employed today are:

Smishing: 

This type of phishing convinces targets to give up personal information via text message or SMS.
Because SMSs use a non-descript phone number instead of an email address, spoofing attempts
are harder to detect. The message can contain malicious links to websites or apps, automatically
deploy malware, or implore a user to phone an actual operator affiliated with the threat actors.

Malvertising: 

These are legitimate-looking digital ads that contain malicious scripts. They can appear in untrusted
software as well as websites. If they are clicked, they will download malware or redirect the user to
a malicious site.

Vishing: 

This is when a real-life operator or automated voice system is used to carry out a phishing attack.
Targets can be contacted via a phone call, VoIP, or even a video call.



Phishing is particularly dangerous to financial and insurance institutions because of the massive
amount of internal and external communications with various parties. Banks and insurers also have
to be concerned about phishing attackers targeting their customers, which can cause reputational
harm.

For example, there have been numerous high-profile cases of  Business Email Compromise (BEC).
This is when an attacker successfully infiltrates, takes over, or redirects traffic from an organisation’s
email server.

How can phishing be prevented?

Because phishing is essentially a social engineering tactic, training, education, and awareness is the
most effective way to address it. Employees need to be aware of the telltale signs of phishing or
spoofing attempts. Not to mention practising good cybersecurity hygiene by letting anti-virus
software scan downloaded files or using email filter tools.

The need to address phishing has led to developments like the Phishscale framework. This is a
methodology for promoting phishing awareness through hands-on training and assessing the
difficulty of identifying different types of phishing attempts.



Most Cybercrimes Continue to be  Financially Motivated

It should come as no surprise that most cybercrimes are economically motivated. What may be
surprising is that financial motivation accounts for nearly all (95%) of cybersecurity incidents.

The sheer numbers make for an even more shocking reading. It’s estimated that cybercrime
generates £1.21 trillion every year. That’s almost double the total revenue generated by five of the
world’s most lucrative companies; Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Tesla, and Microsoft, bringing in
£578.49 billion in 2019.

Of course, this money comes from somewhere - usually at the expense of legitimate businesses and
the public. The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) estimates that 1% of the global
GDP is lost to cybercrime each year.

For example, in 2020, high-street pharmacy Boots was forced to suspend its loyalty card payments
following an attempted cyberattack. It’s estimated by the company that just under 150,000 user
accounts were affected.

Various types of cyber fraud are also running rampant in industries, such as finance and insurance.
The UK alone lost 2.5 billion to fraud and cybercrime in 2021.



How is Cybercrime Siphoning Funds From Businesses?

Ransomware is often the first type of attack that comes to mind when considering financially-
motivated cybercrime. However, it only generates about $1 billion for hackers each year, a small
slice of the overall pie.

Cybercriminals have continued to innovate, finding additional ways to monetise
cybercrime, such as:

1. DDoS Extortion: Demanding victims pay a ransom to discontinue DDoS attacks that disrupt
operations.

2. Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) and Cybercrime-as-a-Service (CaaS): Through the RaaS
model, affiliates pay ransomware creators to use their software. They then earn a commission from
successful ransoms. CaaS is estimated to be worth £1.29 billion a year.

3. Data leak extortion: Hackers threaten companies with leaking their sensitive data on dumpsites,
many of which are on the dark web. This data includes valuable IP, personal customer information,
or other sensitive documentation.

4. Carding: Data thieves sell credit card information, usually mined from companies’ databases. In
2020 alone, over £23.02 billion was lost to payment card fraud, much of this happening via online
channels.

Financially Motivated Cybercrime on a Global Scale

It’s not just career or everyday cyber criminals looking for financial benefit from cybercrime.

Even cyberattacks associated with nation-state actors often have a financial component. Yes, some
attacks aim at merely disrupting service delivery or foaming social instability. However, a significant
portion of these attacks focuses on lining the pockets of the government with illicit funds.

In the case of countries such as Russia and North Korea, cybercrime can be used to generate funds
under crushing economic sanctions. For example, a UN report estimates North Korea had
accumulated roughly £1.62 billion from cybercrime for its weapons of mass destruction programs
alone.



Companies to Ramp Up   Cybersecurity Training

When talking about cybersecurity, the conversation almost always veers largely toward malware
and how to combat it using software solutions. So, our focus tends to fall on the software,
networks, and hardware involved, including their vulnerabilities and security flaws.

What tends to get swept under the rug is the human element. This is unfortunate because human
error still plays a role in most successful cyber attacks. As we mentioned, phishing alone is used in
over 36% of data breaches. Other attacks can take advantage of sub-standard password practices,
security hygiene, oversight, misconfigured policies, erroneous governance & compliance, etc.

In these ways, cybercriminals can exploit individuals to gain a foothold in a company’s systems.
According to IBM’s Threat Intelligence Index 2022, human error a whopping 95% of security
breaches are primarily caused by human error.

This means organisations must make sure their employees are prepared to meet the threat of
cyberattacks. Even an intern with network access can lead to a patient threat actor establishing a
threshold from which they can gain persistence and escalate privileges. 

Even the most expensive and sophisticated cybersecurity system can be completely undone by an
individual’s mistake. Potentially with disastrous consequences for the business as a whole.



£1.62 Billion Spent on Training by
2024

In the section on phishing, we discussed the use of
the Phish Scale framework to prepare employees for
phishing attempts. Similar training paradigms exist
for other types of cyber threats. Some examples
include the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and
training for specific international standards, such as
ISO 27018 for cloud computing and ISO 27031 for
IT disaster recovery. 

One of the reasons companies need to prepare to
invest heavily in this is that it’s not a one-off.
Cybersecurity training, practices, and policies need
to be continuously updated to align with the
evolving threat landscape.

Cybersecurity Managed Service Providers (MSPs)
can charge anywhere from £1,000 to £5,000 for a
single course. This can involve presentations,
literature, tabletop exercises, and even mimicking
real-life scenarios, such as in red team testing.

With the average cost of a data breach sitting at
£3.72 million, almost any investment in
cybersecurity is worth reducing the risk. It’s no
wonder that cybersecurity training is expected to
surpass £1.62 billion by 2024.

To address the skills gap in the cybersecurity
workforce, organisations also need to invest heavily
in their cybersecurity staff through expert training
courses, seminars, and other skills-based learning
programs. Not to mention specialised training in
accordance with individual compliance guidelines.

Big-tech certainly knows the importance of
grooming the next generation of cybersecurity
professionals. For example, Microsoft announced a
5-year, £16.2 billion spending spree to help address
the cyber labour shortage at its root. 



Continued Rise in Finance and Insurance-related 
Cyber Threats

As most cyber-attacks are motivated by financial gain, it's no surprise that financial institutions have
always been some of the most heavily targeted. Public-facing organisations, such as banks, lenders,
insurers, and their customers, are constantly threatened.

These industries are no strangers to cons, scams, and various types of identity or payment fraud. In
that sense, cybercriminals merely pick up where conventional criminals left off. The only problem is
that the digital nature of these crimes makes it even harder to practice due diligence and establish
accountability.

There is a large number of inflowing and outflowing money, but these organisations also handle
sensitive customer information that can be valuable on leak sites or in extortion campaigns.
Moreover, cybercriminals can either directly target these entities or victimise their customers
through impersonation, Business Email Compromise (BEC), etc.

Incidents in these sectors surged along with the overall levels of cybercrime during the COVID-19
pandemic. Cases of identity theft, for example, more than doubled between 2019 to 2020, from
651,000 to 1.4 million. In 2020, 47% of Americans experienced financial identity theft. During the
same period, the total cost of these cases rose by 42%, from £405.84 billion to £575.34 billion.



The increased reliance on digital solutions
and infrastructure has enhanced the risk to
organisations and consumers. According to
an EU report, 73% of insurance supervisors
see digitisation as the leading risk factor.
19% are most concerned with cyber
underwriting and only 8% with InsureTech
competition.

Blockchain Steps Up

Unless these industries undergo a complete
revolution, this trend will continue. The
continued adoption of inherently secure
technologies such as blockchain will help
address some of these issues. 

Thanks to establishing an unalterable record
of transactions with end-to-end encryption,
blockchain-based systems are virtually
immune to fraud or tampering. Furthermore,
with advancements in Smart Contracts, their
applications to securely automate various
financial or insurance-related transactions are
also very promising.

A smart contract is a program stored on the
blockchain that executes pre-configured
actions based on predetermined conditions.
You can create a specific smart contract for
every type of transaction on the blockchain.
The operations are immutable and verified by
the rest of the blockchain.

In insurance, for example, you can create
individual smart contracts to handle the
application process as well as small or large
claims.

Unsurprisingly, the insurance blockchain
market, valued at £52.09 million in 2018, is
expected to grow to £1125.74 million by
2023.



Scan and Exploit to Be Used in  More Cyberattacks

Digitisation, dependence on cloud infrastructure, and the shift to remote work have eroded the
traditional idea of an organisation’s security perimeter. 

Unfortunately, a network’s security is only as good as its weakest link. As a result, cybersecurity
teams face the conundrum of maintaining high-security levels within increasingly complex and
disjointed ecosystems.

So-called scan and exploit attacks take advantage of the confusion. Simply put, a threat actor scans
a network for technologies with known or suspected security vulnerabilities. They can then develop
and deploy a cyber-attack to exploit the vulnerability and infiltrate the network with a high success
rate.



Zero-Day Exploits are on the Rise

Many fail to understand that not frequently updating and patching their systems leaves them
incredibly vulnerable to zero-day exploits. Zero-day (0-day or n-day) exploits are software
vulnerabilities that are known to attackers before the vendor has become aware of them. 

The majority of 0-day exploits are caused by outdated software. No software (or a specific version
of) is 100% secure. Eventually, flaws will be discovered or introduced as newer software/hardware
incompatibilities arise.

Update and patch. This has been the mantra of cybersecurity professionals for ages. However,  this
simple advice keeps getting overlooked while tackling seemingly more pertinent cybersecurity
issues.

The numbers show that these types of flaws are being exploited more frequently. In fact, 2021 was
a record-breaking year regarding 0-day exploits. At one point, there were more than 66 0-days
being actively exploited by threat actors.

Another reason is that the proliferation of digital tools has made it harder to keep track of updates.
For example, the same study cited above found that less than half of SaaS (Software-as-a-Service)
apps are regularly used. 

In the race to procure cutting-edge solutions, inevitably, some failed technologies will simply fall by
the wayside. However, if they’re not removed, they will remain on the company’s systems,
inevitably become outdated, and introduce potential security vulnerabilities.



Cobalt Strike Used  in Attacks

Another worrying trend in recent years has been the utilisation of legitimate security tools by
cybercriminals and threat actors. The same tools that are being used to detect and fix vulnerabilities
internally are also being used to find and exploit them.

And when it comes to these types of attacks, no security tool has been used as prevalently as
Cobalt Strike. In fact, Cobalt Strike alone is suspected of being used in as many as 19% of all
cyberattacks. And, its use in attacks has increased by 161% year-on-year between 2019 and 2020.

In fact, Cobalt Strike was used prominently in one of the most high-profile hacks of recent years.
The SolarWinds hack affected thousands of businesses worldwide up and down the supply chain
and even impacted government agencies.

Cobalt Strike’s use dipped sharply in 2021 but is still well above pre-pandemic levels.



What is Cobalt Strike?

Cobalt Strike is a legitimate tool used by cybersecurity experts and ethical hackers and costs
£4765.14/per user/year. It’s a software tool for adversary simulations and red teaming operations to
mimic the techniques and tactics of threat actors. So, it’s often deployed to simulate real-world
attack scenarios. 

For example, you can change network indicators to look like different types of malware. Or, emulate
an ATP (advanced persistent threat) with a quiet, long-term actor. You can even use it to create
advanced social engineering workflows. While Cobalt Strike might seem expensive, you must
remember that cybercrime is a £1.21 trillion industry. Some syndicates will look at this expense
simply as the cost of doing business, similar to a company investing in an enterprise-grade software
solution. 

And, with a single successful attack against a high-value target potentially generating hundreds of
thousands, or even millions, of dollars, it’s a small price to pay.

One of the reasons behind Cobalt Strike’s rise to prominence as an adversary tool was an incident
where its source code was leaked. There has also been a spike in the use of cracked trail versions,
notably by groups like APT41, Mustang Panda, Ocean Lotus, and FIN7.

How is it Being Used by Cyberattackers?

Unfortunately, cybercriminals have figured out many ways to use it in actual cyberattacks. 

One of the most common features hackers utilise is Cobalt Strike’s reconnaissance capabilities.
Cobalt Strike can scan target networks using a system profiler that identifies what client-side
programs are being used, including version information. This makes it a popular tool for scan-and-
exploit attacks where attackers look for any weak link in an organisation’s cybersecurity.

Its covert communication tools can be used to obfuscate identity and traffic and exit networks
without detection. Cobalt Strike also provides out-of-the-box tools to transform innocent files, such
as Java Applets, Word documents, etc., into malicious software. Not to mention tools to clone
websites and conduct domain and email spoofing attempts. Last but not least, browser pivoting can
be used to try and subvert two-factor authentication. And it even provides tools to create
convincing phishing or spearphishing emails or texts.

How can Organizations Protect Themselves?

There’s no doubt that Cobalt Strike is outstanding at what it’s supposed to do. For example, the
stagers that Cobalt Strike uses to download the Beacon payload mainly run in memory. This enables
them to subvert most antivirus software entirely.

The key lies in educating oneself about the tell-tale signs of a Cobalt Strike incursion and acting fast
to prevent it.



Conclusion

If there’s one thing that these cybersecurity trends show us, there’s no room for complacency when
dealing with the threat of cybercrime. Unfortunately, it’s the nature of the game that threat actors
tend to be one step ahead, shaping the trends that the UK and International cybersecurity
community must react to.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exaggerated this dynamic. Distracted by the unprecedented pressure
to evolve practices and adopt new technologies, cybercriminals were quick to pounce.

Now, organisations must simultaneously tackle damage control while learning from past mistakes to
avoid a similar situation in the future.

Cutting-edge technologies like blockchain, AI, and machine learning have the potential to help
relieve the pressure on an outnumbered workforce. Leveraging Managed Security Service Providers
(MSSPs) and Security-as-a-Service (SECaas) can help shore up the capabilities of individual
companies, particularly tight-budgeted SMEs. 

With the dissolution of traditional security boundaries, companies need to be holistic about
approaching cybersecurity. In addition, partners and supply-chain providers must adhere to relevant
compliance guidelines and regulations.
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